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Among pests which attack the vegetable crops on the terraced hillsides of Japan, the onion fly (*Hylemyia antiqua Meig*)—which also attacks leeks and shallots—is of considerable importance, not only because of the severe damage it causes but because of its rapid breeding cycle. Eggs laid on Sunday will by Wednesday be feeding larvae which will live, destructively, on the crop for three weeks before pupating. Seventeen days later a new generation of adult flies will be on the wing.

To control this prolific pest, known in many countries, farmers in Japan are now employing the same sure remedy as those who crop larger fields in other lands: aldrin, the powerful soil insecticide developed by Shell. Aldrin, either as dust or spray, applied before planting at 2-3 lbs. per acre (2-2-3.3 kg. per hectare) or used as a row treatment during growth at a rate of 1-1 lb. per acre (0.6-1 kg. per hectare), will give effective and lasting control. And not only of the ubiquitous onion fly, but of many other threatening pests of the soil. Aldrin, in any language, means destruction — to those which themselves seek to destroy.

For further information apply to your Shell Company.
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